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OUR MISSION STATEMENT
To study and appreciate nature.
To protect and preserve wildlife and
the environment.
To stimulate public interest in, and
promote protection
and preservation of
nature.

Club News

The Newsletter of the
Midland/Penetanguishene Field
Naturalists
President's Message
Last year, redpolls edged out the goldfinches in my yard.
Redpolls have yet to show up for me this year, however some
40 goldfinches gathered at my feeder last week. No problem
identifying these in-your-face scrappers, but what about that
elusive shadow flitting through the spruces? Sid can help –
join him this month for Birding 102 – Saturday January 21 at
10 am in the Church of the Good Shepherd hall in Wyebridge.
On the recycling centre front, the town has postponed
consideration of the proposal until February. Stay tuned. And
don't miss Gerry Bennett at our monthly meeting January 19
with the lowdown on bling - gold and diamonds.
Kate Harries

Yes Virginia, there is a Santa Claus!
Photo by Liz Schandlen

Midland Penetanguishene Field Naturalist Club
112th Audubon Christmas Bird Count

On Saturday December 17th 2011, 32 members of
the Midland Penetanguishene Field Naturalist Club
split into 12 groups and took part in the 112th
annual Audubon Christmas Bird Count.
The day was sunny and clear with not much wind
and a high of around +3 degrees C.
The shoreline was open due to the warm
temperatures leading up to the count date and
there wasn’t any snow on the ground.

The day was successful again with 53 different
species seen with a total count of 6,081 individual
birds.

After the count the group gathered at the Wye
Marsh for a pot luck dinner and a report on their
findings.

The gift auction capped off the evening with lots of
laughter and about $330 raised for the McKeever
Owl Foundation.

Thanks to all who participated and made the day a
success. Mark your calendars for next years count
on Saturday December 15th, 2012

Dave Schandlen
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Our Fossil Hunt

On November 2, about 25 club
members headed over to the
Craigleith area to hunt the
elusive trilobite.
Earlier fears of snow were
unfounded, for as the day
progressed the sun shone with
a will as a temperature record
was set at nearby Collingwood.
We first stoped at the
Craigleigth Heritage Depot (a
must see), where the curator
Susan Purdy provided a very
interesting and informative
presentation on the fossil
collection at the depot and the
nearby shore. Susan then

accompanied us to the
Delphi Point area
where there are
splendid exposures of
Ordovician fossils. She
pointed out many
features of the fossil
assemblage
overlooked by
"hardrock" types.
The most successful
hunter was, without a doubt,
Elizabeth Brass Elson who
captured an almost complete
specimen of pseudogygites.
The hunt was cappedoff with a
great lunch at the Orchid

Photo by Liz Schandlen

Restaurant. All agreed it was a
great day. gb.

Winter Blues Blaster  a fundraiser for the Midland Area Reading Council  Friday, Februrary 10,
2012.
Tickets $50.00. Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 68, 2 Poyntz Street, Penetang.
Social 6:00 p.m.  Dinner 6:30 p.m. Dance 9:00 p.m. (705) 5271522.

Check out our website 
http://users.csolve.net/~mpfnc/
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If you have a nature sighting, of read an interesting item which you feel would be of interest to other
naturalists, please pass it along for inclusion in Nature Notes.

and habitat and landscape
designs which can either prevent
or increase the collision problem.
To view the publication and
transparency, the “passage
effect” caused by dark glass, and download a copy, go to
A new and highly informative, free
http://www.abcbirds.org/newsandr
the dramatic effects of external
downloadable publication is now
and internal building lighting, all of eports/BirdFriendlyBuildingDesign
available from the American Bird
which contribute to bird collisions. .pdf
Conservancy’s Collision’s
Dorothy Harper
The publication also addresses
Program on “BirdFriendly
building design, bird movements,

This is an excerpt of an article from
Building Design.” The 58page
BSC. It contains great photos of
publication examines the mirror
interesting new buildings throughout the effect of windows, glass
world. dh.

Sad Day for New
Brunswick Chimney Swifts

BSC, 16 December 2011– The
Maritimes chimney swift
population suffered a blow this
month when a major New
Brunswick roost chimney was
torn down. The freestanding
brick chimney was located in a
parking lot in the downtown
area of Sussex, New
Brunswick, and hosted over
300 chimney swifts per night
during peak migration. The
structure was in poor shape

and was no longer used for
venting, leading to the property
owner’s decision to tear the
building down for safety
reasons. This unfortunate
event highlights the continual
threat of habitat loss that
chimney swifts face. It also
emphasizes the crucial role
that landowners play in
chimney swift stewardship and
conservation. Of the 20 best
known roosts in the Maritimes,
5 have been capped, lined, or
torn down in recent years.
This is an excerpt of an article
from BSC. It contains great
photos of interesting new
buildings throughout the world.

Dorothy Harper
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ald eagles are increasing on
Georgian Bay, recovering from
the DDT disaster years ago. This
year has been quite rewarding to

those of us lucky enough to spot
one. There were a number of area
sightings posted on the Simcoe
Nature Board over the Fall.
We had a most delightful show on
December 5. In the morning I

Owling Out West

O
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continued from page 3

noticed a crow on the shore of
Georgian Bay in front of our house,
acting strangely. He then flushed an
immature bald eagle from the
shoreline. Then 2 adult eagles flew
in, and a herring gull. There were
confrontations! Probably a
concentration of whitefish by the
shore. It was great to watch! One of
the adults stayed around all day. The
3 eagles were probably a family.
then, two days ago I had an adult fly
over my car on Balm Beach Road.
Here are some facts about bald
eagles:
They can fly to an altitude of 10,000
feet.
They reach full maturity in four to five

driftwood, looking like plaster statues
set out for decoration. We counted 18
owls in approximately 1 km of shore
marsh.

ver the holidays, Sue and I
visited our grand kids in B.C. My
daughter and I got away for a "big day"
Every four to six years, the lemming
visiting four wildlife areas south of
Vancouver. The most interesting thing population in the arctic crashes in
we saw were the
snowy owls
concentrated in the
salt marsh of
Boundary Bay. I
walked from the
access road up over a
dyke, and
immediately saw eight
owls perched within
50 to 200 yards on

years, and may live as long as thirty
years in the wild.
Bald eagles have 7,000 feathers.
When a bald eagle loses a feather
on one wing, it will lose a feather on
the other in order to keep its
balance!
Lifting power is about 4 pounds.
The bald eagle is a strong swimmer,
but if the water is very cold, it may
be overcome by hypothermia.
Eagles are at the top of the food
chain. So if their numbers dwindle, it
is usually a humanmade problem.
Let’s hope we are now smart enough
to keep them increasing. The reward
of seeing them is great.
Dorothy Harper

some natural cyclic process. This
forces an irruption of the younger owls
south often as far as California, or
Ontario and the maritimes in the east,
in search of alternate prey. When a
concentration of birds occurs such as
we saw, they are fatigued and
undernourished. Many can adapt to
taking shore birds and voles in farm
fields, and disperse to survive the
winter. Many unfortunately don’t make
it.

Bob Reader

This great shot of the owls
was taken by Bob's daughter
with a 400 mm lens.
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Potpourri

combination squirrel
baffle/weather cover for one of
our feeders, a squirrel bungee cord
(you load it up with dried corn
and the squirrels bounce up and
down on it), a beautiful,
ornamental glass suet ball, a
We didn't realize till we were
hummingbird feeder cleaning
asked what a "Naturalist"
Christmas we had. Gifts received: brush, a glasses cleaning cloth
printed with songbirds, a bird
a backyard hot tub! (Well, big
enough for the birds, anyway. It's notebook, several bird ornaments
the kind of birdbath that plugs in to hang on the tree and a glass
to keep it ice free in the winter), Christmas squirrel as well, a 2012
super-dooper Vortex Fury 8 X 42 calendar featuring the birds of
binoculars for me, a ruler that has New Zealand from some globeprinted on it the wingspans of all trotting friends, and a Mystery
Rock (we'll send you a photo later
North American birds of prey, a
Gerry to see if you can help us

As you can see from Ken and
Susan's note, Santa had at last
removed Ken's name from his
"Badabase" Good work Ken!

Gifts of Nature
My husband and I received useful
and rewarding gifts from our
daughter this Christmas. She sent us
adoption certificates from the World
Wildlife Fund. WWF promotes the
survival of animal species by
symbolic adoption. Donors to WWF
will receive information about the

identify it). Looks like Santa has
us pegged. Can't wait to hear
what everyone else got in their
stockings.

Ken and Susan MacDonald

animal as well as “adoption
certificates.” I got a snowy owl
adopted for me, and my husband
Colin got a polar bear. We also got
stuffed animals of each species!
Mine sits on my computer at the
moment.

Marsh. I have adopted animals from
the Wye Marsh Visitor Centre for my
grandchildren, as well as a trumpeter
swan. It’s a great way of avoiding
the consumer madness of the holiday
season, and giving animals a
fighting chance is an extra bonus.

Other organizations do this sort of
thing too, including our own Wye

Dorothy Harper

Picking up on Dorothy's suggestion: A nice gift for a friend or family member would be a new membership to the MPFNC or the Wye
Marsh. Why wait until Christmas? ed.

JUST A REMINDER  CHECK YOUR
PROGRAMME FOR DETAILS

Wednesday February 22, 2012
WINTER OUTING

Thursday January 19, 2012 7:30 p.m.
GOLD AND DIAMONDS

Friday March 2, 2012
WYE MARSH SPAGHETTI DINNER

Saturday January 21, 2012 10:00 a.m.
BIRDING 102

Thursday March 15, 2012, 7:30 p.m.
FOREST HEALTH

Thursday February 16, 2012 7:30 p.m.
WILDERNESS SURVIVAL

Saturday March 17, 2012 10:00 a.m.
FILMS OF DAVID ATTENBOROUGH

March 24 & 25, 2012
WYE MARSH SWEETWATER
FESTIVAL
Thursday April 19, 2012, 7:30 p.m.
WATERBIRDS
Saturday April 28, 2012
MINESING WETLANDS
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The Polar Bears Picnic

The Poet's Corner

If you go up to the Arctic today
You're in for a big surprise.
The polar icecap is melting away
It'll soon be half its size.
And every polar bear who lives there
Is starving cause they can't go anywhere
Oh it's a shame and for polar bears
It's no picnic.

Now what'll we do about CO2
That terrible greenhouse gas.
If our cars and fact'ries keep spewing it out
The polar bears ain't gonna last.
But as for the Kyoto protocol
Our leaders don't seem to care at all
Oh it's a shame and for polar bears
It's no picnic.
Oh pity the poor polar bears.
The polar bears are having an awful time today.
While the world continues unaware
Using fossil fuels and burning the ozone layer away.
And it's something to get mad about
All that song and dance from our government.
Don't they care?
If we don't do something to clean up our act
It's a sad, depressing fact,
Soon there'll be no more polar bears.
If you see a polar bear today
Be sure to take a good look.
Soon to see one the only way
May be in a picture book.
As we crank up our air conditioning
It causes the polar bears to sing,
"Oh it's a shame and for polar bears
It's no picnic."
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Getting High on Nature

Getting high on nature doesn’t take a field naturalist, or
a hike to the highest peak. It can happen as it did for our family on
December 27th. The huge snowflakes had amply covered the bare
morning ground with several centimetres of snow, and by nightfall
a magic world emerged. Magic to every one of usfrom 8 up to 74.
When we charged outside en masse the falling snow was still big
and fluffy, and appeared to be swirling from all directions. It was
sticky and a snowman was produced in the first twenty minutes. A
neighbouring house had also tumbled out its human contents.
They too made much of the beauty and opportunity to create snow
beings. By this time every tree limb and object was thick and
heavy with the snow weight.
We headed up the hill to Charles Scott park and walked through
as slowly as we could manage. The snow laden branches, in
perfect stillness and silence, presented a scene which will imprint
our memories forever. It was,as a neighbour later said to me, what
heaven must be like.
The parents of my grandchildren grabbed each others hands and
held them for the rest of the walkwell, except for the part where
they got a little mushier than that. My grandson and I threw
snowballs over the edge of the hill that looks upon the town of
Penetang toward the spires of St. Anne's Cathedral, and on after
that to the hills of Champlain Road. The granddaughters climbed
trees in silence and then shouted, “Look Bamma; guess where I
am”.
We drew out the experience long past the childrens' bed times,
and still went inside reluctantly.
Lyn Barnett

But as for the Kyoto accord
Our leaders think it can just be ignored.
Oh it's a shame, a doggone shame,
Yes it's a shame and for polar bears
It's no picnic.
Ken MacDonald wrote this
parody of the old children's
song we all remember as the
Teddy Bears Picnic.

Photo by Lyn Barnett

Lyn may not have intended her submission as a
poem but it can be read as such. ed.
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